Communication, Language and Literacy

Personal, Social and Emotional Development
R.E New Life

Problem Solving, Reasoning and Numeracy

Listening to Fairy Stories
Each, Peach, Pear, Plum by Janet and Allan Ahlberg
Using story language
Sequencing stories using a story template
Using story maps to retell stories
Continuing learning letter sounds and letter formation
Practising blending and segmenting for reading and writing
Reading and spelling Reception key words
Writing captions and simple sentences
Labelling sweet houses
Labelling a show design
Writing magic spells
Writing words for a giant
Writing own stories

Introduce new topic ‘Getting to know Jesus’
How can we show our love for Jesus?
How can we care for people when they are ill?
Who helps us when we are ill?
The Wedding at Cana
Prayers
Circle time
Show and Tell

Counting songs and rhymes
Number recognition to 20
Finding one more and one less
Adding two amounts together
Introduce subtraction
Taking away using objects
Counting on and back from numbers different
numbers
Counting in 10s
Problem solving involving addition and subtraction
Solving Fairy Tale problems
Recording using own methods
Measuring weight and length linked to beanstalks

FOUNDATION STAGE SPRING 1- FAIRY STORIES
Wk1: Hansel and Gretel

WK2: Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs
Wk5: The Princess and The Frog

Knowledge and Understanding of the World
Talk about favourite fairytales
Compare similarities and differences
Settings, landscapes and environments
Look at different type of fruits linked to snow white
Observation and investigating shoes
Look at shoes from around the world
Planting broadbean seeds
Frog Life cycles
Caring for plants and animals
Floating and sinking
Using laptops

WK3: The Elves and the Shoemaker

Wk4: Jack and The Beanstalk

Wk6: Each, Peach, Pear, Plum

Creative development
Sing songs linked to fairy tales
Explore musical instruments and link sounds to stories
Role play fairy tales
Creating houses with sweet wrappers
Painting pictures and showing different emotions on faces
Fruit printing
Designing own shoe
Collage of a giant and beanstalk
Frog footprint printing
Making biscuits for a teddy bear story time
Puppet Theatre
Creating own fairy tales and changing characters

Physical development
Outdoor Obstacle Course for Fairy Tale characters
Travelling safely
Using equipment safely and tidying safely
Throwing and catching
Developing Fine motor skills, tweezers and pegs,
scissors
Learning about healthy foods linked to fruit
Fastening shoes
Baking biscuits
Building fairy tale houses with large and small blocks
Kidnetics PE sessions

